College Editor Sydney Accepts Award
for “Cover of the Year”

AND THE WINNER IS
The 2015 Globe awardwinning cover. (Insert)
College Editor Dr. Dov
Sydney (Left) receives
the award from Awards
Chair Dr. Leighton Wier.

This is the second time The Globe has been singled out for one of dentistry’s most
prestigious journalism awards, and the fourth award for Editor Sydney.
“Thank you for selecting The Globe for the Cover of the Year Award, in the 44th
annual USA Section Journalism Award Competition. Every year I review literally
hundreds of photographs from amazing ICD programs, from around the world, for our
journal. When I saw this photograph, I knew it would be the focus of our cover,”
noted Dr. Dov Sydney, Editor-in-Chief of The Globe, in response to the selection.

Dr. Sydney went on to explain the background of the photograph:
“The young girl in the center spends 20 hours a day begging on the streets of
Cambodia, excruciatingly vulnerable to nefarious elements in their midst and in
constant fear of abuse or worse. A life of poverty and despair, robbed of childhood
innocence.
Often without parents to rely on, the street children learn to depend on each other, as
seen in this picture, holding one another’s hands for support. For many who visit the
ICD facility, this will be the first time they discover true sanctuary from the evils and
indifferences outside. In the world created by College volunteers there is tranquility;
hands that harm are replaced by welcoming hands that hold and talented hands that
heal.
In the eyes of this young girl is something I’ve observed repeatedly in the eyes and
faces of beneficiaries of ICD kindness throughout the world, an unmistakable air of
serenity and security not just from receiving the appreciated dental care, but because
they have found that there is hope and goodness in humankind from compassionate
ICD volunteers.
We all share the pride in the hundreds of educational and humanitarian programs
provided by our College and colleagues. With this recognition and our expanded
global electronic outreach, thousands more around the world will soon hear the story
of the ICD and better understand who we are.”

